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President’s Column
Bruce Herschlag
It is my privilege today to write my
first “President’s Column” to the
Congregation. I am humbled by
the opportunity. As I look at the
whirl of activity abuzz in Dor
Hadash today, I cannot help comparing the congregation to the last
time I served on the Dor Hadash
Board many years ago. Then we
were housed at the Community Day School (CDS).
We had a social action committee that was active,
but the Congregation was not tackling the mainstream political and social issues as it does today.
We had an Adult Education Committee, but the
breadth and frequency of available programming
was not nearly as robust as the offerings we now
announce in our twice weekly email blasts to the
congregation. In fact, it is impossible to attend and
participate in all the events that are listed! At CDS
we held services the first and third Friday and the
second and fourth Saturday, but the weekly Saturday morning Torah study group had yet to be
formed. While we were at CDS our “Special Event”
was having a picnic and book sale. Recently we have
started to plan the Centennial Celebration of the
Bat Mitzvah – a Reconstructionist created ceremony
– as a community-wide celebration of Women in
Judaism. While we were at CDS we did not think of
having a long-range plan for the congregation.
Today we have a Strategic Plan with active Working
Groups or Teams working to assure the long-term
viability and sustainability of the Congregation.
Now the congregation is larger and more diverse
than it was when we were at CDS. We are continuing
to evolve as a congregation with engaged “veteran”
members as well as an active and impressive group
of young adults all eager to make their mark on the
world and to fully engage in Tikkun Olam. In 2021,
the activity and vibrancy of Dor Hadash is arguably
unmatched in any time in its history. It is wonderful
to be surrounded by such energy, spirit, and good
intent.
[Continued on Page 2]

חוזקה לחוזקה
It is such a wonderful opportunity to thank a community
that one has served for years when one has received a
lifetime of treasured memories. To get to do so twice in
one’s life is truly rare and a gift. Returning this year of
5781 to serve as the Rabbi of Dor
Hadash has allowed me to connect to
many of the newest members with the
hope that their relationship to this
wonderful, heimish congregation will
allow them to see numerous paths to
learning, leadership, leaning in and
loving the people who care deeply about
its members. I have so enjoyed working
with members who have expressed a desire to become
more active through ritual leadership and opening themselves to explore new initiatives to contribute in ways that
bring great personal fulfillment. I have always felt blessed
to serve Dor Hadash. My hope for the congregation is that
it retain its welcoming, inclusive nature while exploring
paths that provide the spiritual energy necessary to keep
the generations bound through common experiences,
communication, transparency and appreciation for being a
progressive and informed group who seeks to find value
through living and celebrating lives filled with Jewish
values, rituals and Torah learning.
After a lifetime in Pittsburgh, my husband, Mark, and I
have decided to physically leave Pittsburgh to move closer
to our four children and their spouses (who have all miraculously landed in the Philadelphia area) and to be hands on with all of our beautiful grandchildren. We are well
aware that our spirit will always remain with our Pittsburgh roots. Having been granted life membership in Dor
Hadash, I already look forward to a return when I can once
again daven in person with all of you. Thank you for your
kindness, the years of growth, the strength to find hope in
times of great darkness and the belief that ‘mitzvah gorer
mitzvah’, the act of performing one mitzvah at a time for
the betterment of humanity leads to more action and a
better world
Chazak, Chazak…May Dor Hadash go from strength to
strength through continued sharing, caring, learning and
honoring its rich tradition of peoplehood with a purpose.

L’hitraot b’shalom,
Rabbi Cheryl Klein
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Presidents Column [Continued]

The evolution of the congregation challenges how we
remain the welcoming and inclusive congregation we
aspire to be as well as how we fulfill the needs of a diverse membership. As we widen the scope of our offerings and activities to meet the emerging needs of the
congregation, we will face challenges. How we met our
challenges in the past provides valuable lessons for us,
but we must learn and adapt to engage in the spiritual
world and in our society in newer and even more fulfilling ways. As we move forward to meet these challenges, we must remember to retain our respect for one
another as individuals and for Dor Hadash as a living
organization.
More specifically, as we move forward to identify and
address our needs, we need you to volunteer and serve
on one of our many committees. If you do not have the
time to sit on a committee, please feel free to contact
me or a Board member with your ideas for how to improve the congregation. Alternatively, please feel free to
call the Board or me to discuss an issue concerning the
congregation.
I know this first column is general in nature. Future
columns will address more specific issues and events. I
look forward to working with you to assure that Dor
Hadash remains a relevant and important aspect in our
lives.
L’shalom,
Bruce

THE JOYS OF FAMILY HISTORY
by
Sarah Angrist
Look here, I exclaimed, this stuff is amazing! Those words
came out of my mouth as I found specific items in the
boxes my parents left, long after they passed away.
Immigrants from Lithuania, Mother and Father eloped,
married in Europe and made their way to the New World.
Some documents were fascinating – there was my parents’
marriage certificate written in Lithuanian in 1925. There
was my father’s naturalization paper in French and
English in 1931 when he became a Canadian citizen.
There were dozens of pictures, some of people I didn’t
know. Luckily, my favorite uncle was available to point out
who was who. One photo showed my grandfather, an
ordained rabbi and certified teacher with his fellow teachers and students in school uniforms around 1900. My dad
sat in another photo in his Lithuanian army uniform
around 1920. I was astonished to find photos of a great
grandfather and a great grandmother, from different sides.
How about the letters? Dating back to 1936 and lasting
until the 1980s, they came from Lithuania, Israel, Canada
and the United States. Those were a major challenge
because all were in Yiddish. Translating selected letters
helped reveal the lives of grandparents, aunts and uncles.
Recently, I received a document in Hebrew from my
Israeli cousins, and for this, I had the benefit of Dor
Hadash member Chelli Hovne’s excellent translation.

From right to left: Dovid Itzik Bloomstone, grandfather
of Shirley Sarah, his aunt Iteh, and his cousin. Photo
taken around 1890 in Lithuania.

[Continued on Page 3 ]
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The Joys of Family History (continued)

Those letters, documents and photos became a rich
trove of material that spelled continuity. Determined to
make this trove accessible to my children and grandchildren, I began writing stories. An uncle’s distress
about being an immigrant was sad; another story told
the tragi-comedy of one aunt’s contorted affair with two
lovers. Recently revealed is a document about my
father’s brother who was a major player in the worldwide kibbutz movement starting in the 1930s. The most
startling tragic tale was about the last-ditch, failed effort
of my maternal grandparents to escape the Holocaust.
That story, published in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on
August 19, 2017, was titled, The Holocaust Unfolds: As
the Nazis Marched, the Letters Dwindled.
On my father’s side, the trove was skimpier. Several
letters from my paternal grandfather and some from my
father revealed much I had not known. My father’s
youngest sister wrote about their family’s adventures in
Eastern Europe; she recounted their ultimate immigration to what was then called Palestine, where they were
pioneers in helping found several kibbutzim, collective
settlements, in the 1930s.
Gradually, I realized that my family’s twentieth century
stories were not just biographies of ancestors. They
were also histories of world-shaking events. On
Mother’s side, it was the Second World War and the
pain of life-long separation and loss. On Father’s side, it
was the Russian Revolution, Israel’s statehood and the
Six Day War. On both sides, it was the trajectory of hope
that a brave new world would arrive through the
triumph of Socialism. Democracy would thrive with the
defeat of Nazism. That dream died with the revelations
of Joseph Stalin’s murderous brutality in the former
Soviet Union, killing untold millions.

Photo on left: William Bloomstone (top left) with Frank and Shirley
Sarah (bottom left) and playmates, circa 1941 Montreal. Photo on
right: Family portrait - Parents Pauline and William/Velvl,
Bloomstone, with Shirley Sarah and Frank, circa 1938 Montreal.

How to share all that with children and grandchildren?
If you ask yourself such questions, maybe you are, like
me, eager to learn about your roots, and to pass that
lore on to the next generations.
The first part of creating a family history was making
sense of the words, actors and contexts.
The second part was recalling what my brother and I
heard growing up. We had bittersweet memories of how
our parents talked about their lives.
After figuring out names and relationships, I decided to
create a portrait gallery of my family as well as my husband’s family. The enlarged photos and labels with
names, estimated dates of birth and death, and relationships, are mounted and framed in easy-to-assemble
acrylic frames in my home office.
The translated letters were messengers from the past.
Letters were nearly the only way to stay in touch in most
of the twentieth century. There was no email or texting;
phone calls were difficult and expensive; telegrams were
sent rarely. Grandmother in Lithuania expected a new
letter from her children every week:
Our dearly beloved children. You must write us more
often. Got two letters and rejoice with them. Each word
is precious but it only takes a second to read and then
the pain and yearning return.

[Continued on Page 4]

In this October 11, 1950 letter from Israel, grandfather Dovid Itzik
Bloomstone writes to Shirley Sarah, recalling the time he spent with
her and brother Frank before leaving Montreal. He asks about her
Jewish affiliations and knowledge.
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The Joys of Family History (continued)

I sent my grown children a booklet titled Stories about
My Family -- My Mother’s Side and My Father’s Side.
Although they probably read those stories, I didn’t see
the excitement and engagement I had hoped for. That
reaction didn’t come till later. As a result, I started looking for ways to preserve the raw materials and stories so
that family members could access them at a later time.
In 2001, I created a family archive contributing photos,
documents, original letters and translations along with
the stories. I continue to add material and am pleased
that scholars and graduate students use these materials
for their research.
I debated where to create the archive. If my family had
been from Pittsburgh I would have contacted the Heinz
History Center’s Rauh Jewish Archives, knowing that it
contains many family histories. Since my parents were
Montrealers, I chose the archives at the Canadian Jewish Congress. The photos with captions are accessible
on line by googling the Bloomstone-Zlatis Archive.

Family history can be contagious, because, in the meantime, my husband, Stan, started a genealogy of his
Dallas,Texas family and he started writing a memoir.
His writing sparked renewed interest in our family
history, especially when he read aloud each chapter at
family get-togethers. .
As every writer knows, the joy of writing is fulfilled by
having an audience. After our adult grandchildren and
their mates read some stories, we had a wonderful
vacation using rainy and super-hot days to talk. Not only did the grandkids comment, they raised questions
and shared some of their own stories. That was an experience I cherish beyond counting.
Knowing where we come from enriches our lives. My
favorite aunt wrote about her history:
The story of my parents’ and grandparents’ home is of
a world that was and is no more. It is the telling of the
past, of their legacy, of a culture that was destroyed, of
a little Lithuanian town where hard-toiling Jews lived.
It is to tell of a revolution that had failed, a world war,
pogroms, refugees and wanderings.
These days, the pandemic offers time to work on family
history. With paper letters and hard copy pictures rarer,
it is vital to save text messages, emails, smart phone
photos, and recorded conversations. Writing stories
about them helps to pass them on. Although the task of
family historian has challenges, the joys of discovery
remain the same. It’s a way to appreciate family, to
learn who we are, to understand how the world affects
us, and to transmit our heritage to the next generations.

View the family archive at the link below:
https://www.cjhn.ca/en/permalink/cjhn280

Pauline Zlatis (top), mother of Shirley Sarah, with friends,
circa 1920 Lithuania.
Jack Zlatis (bottom), uncle of Shirley Sarah, with friend,
circa 1932 Lithuania.
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Planning Ahead for Spring 2022:
Centenial Celebration of the first
Bat Mitzvah
Next year is the 100th anniversary of the first Bat
Mitzvah, which took place in March 1922. The bat
mitzvah is among the most important contributions of
the Reconstructionist movement to Judaism. The first
person to be a bat mitzvah was Judith Kaplan, oldest
daughter of Mordechai Kaplan founder of the
Reconstructionist movement.

This is a great opportunity for Dor Hadash to celebrate
the anniversary of that historic event and engage the
local/regional Jewish community in commemorating a
Jewish tradition originated by Reconstructing Judaism.
It is our time to shine!
A new Special Events subcommittee of the Kehillah
Committee will coordinate the organizing of the celebration in collaboration with several other Dor Hadash
committees. Carolyn (Kerry) Ban And Barbara Murock
are leading this effort.
If you are interested, please contact Carolyn Ban
cban@pitt.edu or at 412-427-4397 or Barbara at
barb.murock@gmail.com or (412) 608-2734.
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Old Folks Bike Trip
Our group of 10 set off from Pittsburgh with the ambitious goal of cycling to Rehoboth Beach Delaware on
April 17. Climbing mountains and cycling 394 miles, we
dipped our toes in the ocean on April 22 much better for
the experience. Our leader promised sunny days, all
miles downhill and the wind always at our backs and the
expert team of PYL geometeorologists delivered once
again! Highlights included the Laurel Mountains, Flight
93 Memorial, night cycling, wonderful friendships and
many hilarious stories aided by wine and beer. Participants included Nancy Levine, Allen Baum and Rob
Kraftowitz who always struck me as rather intelligent
though they opted to return home after the mountains
and before the flat ride to the beach. PYL staff members
Cody Wagner and Jonathan Sumpter were a delight to
have on board as they were the only ones who knew
what they were doing. Harry Levinson was a pleasure to
ride with until he took out his phone for the 100th time
in the day to change the route once again.
The Davidson/Rubenstein house dominated the sock
competition with Claudia winning with throwback Larry
Bird socks and Mark dazzling in matzo ball soup socks.
Daniel "The Brazilian Blur" was consistently outrageously funny and was chief chef at our parking lot outdoor
grillout dinners. But the star of the show was Ed Feinstein who disclosed during the trip that Janis Joplin
actually invited him to sit on stage for a concert a few
decades ago! Next year.....Oregon Coast!
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Update on the Strategic Planning Implementation Process
From co-chairs Ellen Berne and Sarah Angrist
The Strategic Planning Committee wrapped up its work in
March, 2021 with the approval of a new Strategic Plan for
Dor Hadash. The work moving forward is being taken up
by the Strategic Planning Implementation Committee
whose goals are to implement the
strategic planning
strategies and actions to make Dor Hadash strong, and
ensure that the congregation survives and thrives for the
long term.
The 11 member Implementation Committee met for the
first time in April. The committee is headed by President
Bruce Herschlag and includes Vice-President Claudia
Davidson, Technical Advisor Carolyn Ban, and Strategic
Planning Advisor Mel Melnick. The leaders of the five
teams pursuing plan objectives are a vital part of this
committee.
The teams are:

1. Community Engagement led by Christine Miller
2. Spiritual Guidance led by Wendy Kobee
3. Financial Management led by Rob Kraftowitz
4. Governance and Management led by Dana
Kellerman

5. Community and Inclusion, until recently led by
Dalia Belinkoff
An impressive total of 30 Dor Hadashers make up four of
the five teams. The teams are working to explore and
investigate existing committees, individuals and entities, in
order to develop ways of working together to implement
actions that will benefit Dor Hadash. Each team is working
at its own pace to achieve specific results. Some actions are
targeted for completion by September or December 2021,
others have longer run deadlines of a year or more.
Current action on Governance and Management is underway in Dana’s team on two objectives: re-envisioning the
structure, operation and roles of the Board and Executive
Committee, and expanding the role of staff in supporting
the Board and other congregation leadership. Such
objectives will entail updating the bylaws, rewriting the
Policies and Procedures Manual, and identifying current
Board responsibilities, as well as those of individual
officers, standing committees and staff. If you would like to
join this team, please contact Dana Kellerman at
communications@dorhadash.net.

Rob’s team has set up small subgroups to focus on
Overall Sustainability in Financial Management, Dues
Structure, Fundraising, Grants, Investments, and
financing Youth Education. Overall sustainability led by
Harry Levinson focuses on the overall values that should
guide financial planning. It includes a planning model
that allows the Board to project expenses and income
for future years. Of six objectives, those farthest along
are dues structure headed by Janice Gordon and
fundraising led by Jill Rook. Since a key to financial
management is education and openness, the team will
likely be pursuing discussions with Board members, Kol
articles, focus groups and open meetings.
Wendy’s team on Spiritual Guidance involves the work of
the Search Committee to find suitable candidates from
the Reconstructing Judaism movement with life
experience to fill our part-time rabbi position. Rabbi
Cheryl Klein has concluded her contract. Now the goal is
to appoint a rabbi soon after the High Holy Days.
The Community Engagement Team is off to an energetic
start this week as they begin looking at existing
relationships between Dor Hadash and a variety of
organizations. They will investigate how these
relationships promote our values and how to encourage
productive partnerships. Christine Miller is leading this
team.
Slower pacing has dogged the Community and Inclusion
team. This team is in abeyance for several months as we
consider ways to investigate and ensure that Dor Hadash
can enhance its stance as an open and inclusive
congregation. We are meeting with Dor Hadash
members who are concerned about current issues that
need attention, such as anti-racism, LGBTQ, and
accessibility. They
propose creating an inclusion
committee. Resolving these concerns, finding a new
leader and reconstituting the team will take some time.
We appreciate the diligent work of the implementation
teams. We also value the excellent tech support provided
by Sai Koros and Jim Lenkner, and by additional volunteers Lennie Wartell, Maria Carson, and Daniel Mosse.
Looking forward to the fall-we may share a congregation
wide survey to pose questions about member participation and opinions on how implementation of the
strategic plan is proceeding. The Implementation
Committee expects to meet every four to EIGHT weeks.
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Update: Implementing the Strategic Plan for Financial Sustainability
Rob Kraftowitz, Treasurer
When the Strategic Planning process began last year, our
consultants conducted interviews, meetings, and surveys
to bring out the values and goals of our community. Many
ideas found their way into the Strategic Plan that was approved by the Board and presented to the Congregation in
March.
Among these ideas was a wish for a sound long-term financial plan. Such a plan would support the Strategic Plan’s
overarching goals. It would both respect our community’s
culture and become an important part of it.

Dues structure
The Strategic Plan calls for a dues structure that meets
the Congregation’s financial needs while making it easy to
be a member regardless of resources.
The team working on this includes Janice Gordon (chair),
Jonathan Budd, Joanie Isenberg, Rob Kraftowitz, and
Janey Zeilinger.

This team’s initial strategy has been to research
synagogues that use alternative dues structures as well as
review information from Reconstructing Judaism, the
To move this forward, a Financial Management team was organization of reconstructionist congregations to which
formed. This will be the first in a series of articles about Dor Hadash belongs.
the work we’ve been doing. We want to update everyone At a recent meeting, Janice noted that one common
and to encourage feedback.
theme in alternative dues models is to move away from a
It can’t be repeated enough: financial planning in Dor “transactional” way of thinking about dues — what am I
Hadash isn’t an end to itself. It’s part of our communal getting? — to a more community-oriented spirit of giving.
work to achieve our other four strategic goals: internal
The dues group is sifting through various ideas and will
community and inclusiveness, external community enbe presenting options to the Board for feedback. After
gagement, spirituality, and ethical governance.
that, its members will talk with congregants and hold
With that in mind, here’s a brief update on what we’ve meetings so we can all participate in this important disbeen doing:
cussion.
The Financial Management group has divided into six
Fundraising
smaller groups that focus on each of our objectives:
The Strategic Plan calls for an approach to fundraising
 Overall financial sustainability
that meets our needs while honoring our values.
 Dues structure
The original team working on this included Jill Rook
 Fundraising
(chair),Marc Mann, and Mark Rubenstein. Kerry Ban and
 Grants
Susan Melnick will be joining them.
 Investments
The group researched a number of synagogues and
 Financing youth education.
solicited feedback from our members. Based on that,
If you’re not already on one of these groups and feel the several approaches are being considered:
inspiration - please contact me!
 Periodic “fun” fundraisers, like the recent one for the
In this article, I’ll focus on the first three objectives: overall
Old Folks Bike Trip.
financial sustainability, dues structure, and fundraising.
 Targeted giving that supports expenses that people
Overall Sustainability
are passionate about, such as Torah repair, inclusiveHarry Levinson has been working on this objective with
ness, adult education, or the Religious School.
input from other congregants..
 Planned giving that provides for Dor Hadash’s future.
At our last meeting, he presented a detailed proposal with
two components:
On the spur of the moment, the group decided to take one
 A set of values that should guide financial planning at of their ideas out for a spin (so to speak). Led by Jill
Rook and Mark Rubenstein, a fundraiser for the Old
Dor Hadash.
 A detailed planning model that allows the Board to Folks Bike Trip was set up just 10 days before the trip was
predict expenses and income for future years. It uses to start. By the end of the trip, it had raised $3,100!
Judging by donors’
spreadsheet formulas to make adjustments and see Everyone involved had fun.
comments,
people
felt
that
it
meshed
nicely with the Dor
their impact on financial sustainability over several
Hadash spirit.
years.

Our group will be working with this model and eventually As we move forward, we feel a key to the Financial
presenting it to the Board for feedback.
Management project is education and discussion. We
hope to conduct focus groups and hold open meetings.
Stay tuned!
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Public Source, a local news publication recently explored a renaissance in Judaism in Pittsburgh. The following article highlights
Dor Hadash, Dor Hadash member & Congregation Manager Sai Koros and Dor Hadash Religious School teacher Ami Weintraub.

www.publicsource.org

Pittsburgh Judaism is undergoing a renaissance. Young queer Jews are leading it.
Queer Judaism looks different than a generation ago. Here’s how young people are transforming traditions and
creating new spaces to belong.
Centuries ago, Tu B’Av was a Jewish holiday for matchmaking. Today,
if celebrated at all, the vibe tends to be more Valentine’s Day-esque: it
might involve singing, dancing, cards or flowers.
Or, at Moishe House Pittsburgh, reading queer Jewish love poems.

Moishe House is part of an international organization with communal
houses in many cities. It subsidizes Jewish millennials’ rent, and they
in turn plan events for Jewish young adults.
It isn’t officially a queer community, resident Kayla Reiman, 29, said.
Anyone can live there, and Moishe House events cater to all audiences.
Still, in recent years, most residents do identify as part of the
LGBTQIA+ community — and that’s special.

Moishe House resident Charlie Baron helps lead
Shabbat prayers on the Moishe House porch on
May 28. (Photo by Ryan Loew/PublicSource)

“When I'm exploring ritual with other queer people, there's just this sense of comfort,” Reiman explained. “I don't
need everyone to be queer. I just need to know this part of me is fully accepted.”
Queer Jewish spaces are not new in Pittsburgh. The city’s first LGBTQ+ Jewish congregation, Bet Tikvah, was
founded in 1988 and is still active today.

Yet the needs of the LGBTQ+ Jewish community don’t look the same today as they did in past generations, Bet
Tikvah president Deb Polk said. Each generation builds upon the progress others have made, challenging norms
within established communities and creating new spaces based on their concerns and interests. Today’s young
queer Jews are on the leading edge of a more inclusive future.
Beyond acceptance
It was Ami Weintraub’s senior year at Pitt. Weintraub, who uses he and they pronouns, was working at Hebrew
schools and the Jewish Community Center daycare and also coming into their trans identity.
People in those Jewish spaces weren’t trying to make them uncomfortable. People were pretty trans-affirming, on
the whole. But they felt out of place.
“I was different. And it’s hard to be different,” they said.

Members of Congregation Beth Shalom, a Conservative Jewish synagogue in Pittsburgh,
gather for Pride Shabbat 2018. Anthony Colaizzi, the congregation’s former communications and design manager, made their sign. (Photo courtesy of Audrey Glickman at
Congregation Beth Shalom)
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Pittsburgh Judaism is undergoing a renaissance. (Continued)
Their sense in queer spaces was similar. “I'm Jewish,” Weintraub, 25, said. “It impacts the foods I eat, the culture
that I have, the holidays I celebrate, the languages I speak.” In queer communities, they often felt like they needed to
leave that part of themself behind.
“It’s like, where’s my space? Where do I belong? How can I be whole?” they said.
Weintraub knew other young queer Jews could relate. They could point to blatant acts of transphobia, homophobia
or antisemitism they had seen or experienced.
Yet many wouldn’t call the Jewish community homophobic or transphobic on the whole, nor the queer community
antisemitic. What many felt on a day-to-day basis was a subtler form of exclusion: the power of people’s assumptions.
People pictured Jewishness or queerness looking a certain way — white, cis and straight in the first case; white,
secular and/or vaguely culturally Christian in the second — and queer Jews, especially queer Jews of color, didn’t fit
the mold. Queer concerns didn’t map onto the unspoken “norm.”

Some young queer Jews, like Shoshanna Barnett, have sought to challenge that norm within institutional spaces.
Barnett, 35, is a member of Congregation Beth Shalom, an LGBTQ-affirming Conservative synagogue in Pittsburgh.
As a bisexual woman married to a straight man, she can pass for straight — and sometimes in her past, it felt easier
not to correct people when they assumed that. Now, she’s speaking up.
Visibility is important, she said — and not just at isolated Pride events. When she was a kid growing up in a Jewish
community, she was taught to think of sexuality like a flowchart: “OK, you like boys? So you’re straight.” She draws
imaginary lines in the air to illustrate. “You like girls, then you’re gay.” At Beth Shalom, she’s working to normalize
other options.
As for Weintraub, they created a queer Jewish community.
With the help of grants from the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh, they founded Shulayim L’Shalom in 2018,
a queer Jewish youth group, and, more recently, Ratzon: Center for Healing and Resistance, a physical gathering
space for queer Jewish young people and community activists.
Shulayim L’Shalom means “from margins to peace” or, in another translation, “from margins to wholeness.” Ratzon
is Hebrew for “yearning and possibility.” The names speak to the spaces’ purpose: to help people heal in community
and resist unjust structures.
“Once we bring in the people from the margins, then we can all be
complete and whole,” they said.
Queering Judaism
Havdalah is a ritual of transition. It marks the close of Shabbat, the
Jewish Sabbath or day of rest, and the start of a new week.
Earlier this year, Congregation Dor Hadash in Pittsburgh hosted an
event reflecting on Havdalah as a moment of both grief and celebration.
One speaker talked about loss. Another talked about celebration. A third
— Sai Koros, a member and the congregational manager at Dor Hadash
Sai Koros, congregational manager at Dor
— talked about transitioning between the two.
Hadash in Pittsburgh, spoke about 'transition'
as the congregation discussed the meaning of
Koros, 24, sensed the intimacy of the topic. Havdalah is one of their
Havdalah earlier this year. (Photo by Ryan
favorite traditions. “It’s like this really intensive sensory experience,”
Loew/PublicSource)
they said. “You’re supposed to smell besamim, these herbs and spices,
and light a candle and put your hands in front of you to watch the light come through.” They pause to demonstrate,
arms outstretched and fingers spread. “It’s a very human and embodied ritual.”

Koros’ experience of transness — “this forever-transitional space” between masculinity and femininity — shaped and
enriched their understanding of Havdalah. They could bring insights to the ritual, rooted in their bodily experience,
that others wouldn’t necessarily see.

For Weintraub of Ratzon, that’s the exciting promise of queer Judaism within the larger Jewish community.
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Pittsburgh Judaism is undergoing a renaissance. (Continued)
Queer Jews are “not just here to be helped,” they said. They’re bringing something to Judaism. They’re “kind of creating a cultural renaissance.” Rather than inventing something new, queer Jews are uncovering aspects of Judaism that
were present but marginalized all along.
That queer Jewish renaissance can include fresh takes on old traditions.
Kohenet Keshira haLev Fife, co-founder and leader of
the independent Jewish community Kesher Pittsburgh,
recalls a wedding ceremony she attended. Although the
officiant knew the couple well, the ceremony was formulaic and impersonal. “He officiated as if he had only met
them that morning,” said Fife, who uses she and they
pronouns. When she became a Kohenet, a Hebrew
priestess, she committed to doing things differently — to
letting people “show up” in ceremonies or shape the
character of rituals.

Kohenet Keshira haLev Fife created Kesher Pittsburgh so people could
be fully themselves — “without having to advocate,” she said. (Photo
by Ryan Loew/PublicSource)

As a queer Jewish woman of color, inclusivity —
“making space for people” — is a key part of that
practice. It’s why she uses nonbinary language to call
people to the Torah and hosts gatherings that honor
Indigenous lands and waters. People should get to be
fully themselves “without having to advocate,” she said.
Today’s queer Jewish renaissance also involves fresh
takes on old texts.

One of Olivia Devorah Tucker’s most formative Jewish experiences was attending the international organziation
SVARA’s Queer Talmud Camp. Tucker, 28, worked with a study partner to interpret the Talmud, the ancient book of
Jewish law, in its original Hebrew.
It was empowering, said Tucker. Something that had been historically closed off to
queer people — this act of ascribing meaning — was now being made available to
them. Tucker has since started working at SVARA’s camp to help others have that
experience.
“SVARA talks about a particular definition of queer, where your existence destabilizes the norms or the meta-narratives of society,” Tucker said. To practice queer
Judaism is to do this destabilizing work.
For Tucker, that inherently ties their queer and Jewish identity to political
concerns — and further marginalizes them in religious communities that, for
instance, rely upon police for security or are unwilling to discuss atrocities against
Palestinians.
“And so we build our own. Right?”
At Queer Talmud Camp in 2019, Olivia
Devorah Tucker worked with a study
partner to interpret the Talmud, the ancient book of Jewish law.
(Photo by Laurel Cohen/SVARA’s Queer
Talmud Camp)
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Pittsburgh Judaism is undergoing a renaissance. (Continued)
The future is fluid
Rachel Kudrick was 21 years old when she came out. The year
was 1989. At the time, she was a student at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania, and she began speaking on campus
about being a lesbian.
“It was really ugly,” she said. “I got death threats. I got rape
threats. I was beaten up multiple times, and the police
laughed at me when I tried to press charges.”
Kudrick was a fundamentalist Christian at the time, and that
further complicated matters.
“It was the late ’80s. You know, it was very much still people
saying AIDS is God's punishment for gays.”
Kudrick didn’t foresee converting to Judaism. For several
years, she identified as an atheist. But she also had lingering
questions about the divine and her identity, and, in Judaism,
she found places to ask them.

Jewish millennials and Gen Zers are often not synagogue members. At Moishe House events, like this Shabbat dinner on May
28, they can practice Jewish rituals in an alternative, queercentered space. (Photo by Ryan Loew/PublicSource)

“Within Judaism, it's like, if you're not questioning, what the hell's going on, you know? Like, we argue with God,
that's what we do.”
She started attending Temple Sinai in Pittsburgh and has found a supportive community there ever since.
“I feel incredibly welcomed,” she said. “And not like, ‘Well, we're welcoming you despite...’ and not like, ‘Well, we
don't see that…’” Instead she feels valued for who she is.
Danielle, too, has felt affirmed and included in synagogue life, following a traumatic upbringing. Danielle, whose
name has been changed for privacy reasons, grew up in a South American country where “boys were strongly
preferred” to girls. Although she knew from age 3 that she was female, she was sent to an all-boys Catholic school,
where she was bullied. Her mother screamed and spanked her when she spoke of being female. Her grandmother refused to hug her. She was sexually assaulted.
“It was like half my life that I didn’t have any relationships,” she said.
In 1999, when she was 22, Danielle performed an at-home surgery to rid her body of testosterone. She almost died.
Her family then accepted her female identity and agreed to pay for her other transitional surgeries.
The experience made Danielle more religious. She felt the divine must have a purpose for her, providing these resources or support in her life.

She converted to Judaism. When Danielle moved to the Pittsburgh area in 2007, she felt welcomed into a local Conservative synagogue. The congregation members have taught her “the most amazing thing,” she said. “Unconditional
love.”
As to her place in Pittsburgh’s queer Jewish community, Danielle feels more hesitant. Trans women tend to politicize
their identities in ways that don’t align with her values, she said. “I am kind of an old-fashioned person. I am conservative. I believe in a traditional family.”
One challenge for synagogues is to allow multiple narratives to be true. Today’s young queer Jews may have different
experiences or expectations than previous generations, Kudrick said. She sees millennials and Gen Zers pushing Judaism to grow in new directions — to become inclusive in ways she wouldn’t have thought of.
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Pittsburgh Judaism is undergoing a renaissance. (Continued)

Sai Koros intentionally cultivated a queer Jewish community.
The internet helped. “I always say it's pretty hard to find queer
people in the wild,” they said. (Photo by Ryan Loew/
PublicSource)

For one thing, they now have the internet. “I always say it's pretty hard to find queer people in the wild,” Koros said,
grinning. “Even more so, if you want to find queer Jewish people.”
With the help online spaces, young queer Jews can form local networks and then link them to national or international communities. As Fife suggests, this is especially important for queer Jews of color who may live in places where
they feel isolated or tokenized. She is the lead facilitator for an online “LGBTQ+ Jewish Youth of Color” group, hosted
by the organization Keshet.
They also foresee new possibilities, moving forward, to establish queer Jewish lineages.
Many queer Jews of previous generations have died, said Julie Mallis, City Director of Repair the World Pittsburgh. The AIDS crisis,
police brutality, carceral violence, mental health challenges, a lack
of access to housing and employment — all have been barriers to
passing down queer Jewish traditions. Mallis hopes the present
might catalyze a new era: a moment of richer, intergenerational
community building.
Youth group leaders like Weintraub of Ratzon and Fife of Kesher
Pittsburgh already see the next generations advancing new visions
or expectations.
Fife described talking with her Sunday School students about the
nonbinary nature of the world. “They got it so quickly, so easily,”
she said. “I didn’t have to explain anything twice. I barely had to
explain it.”

In addition to founding and leading a local spiritual
community, Kohenet Keshira haLev Fife is a leader in
international online queer Jewish spaces. (Photo by
Ryan Loew/PublicSource)

For Tucker of SVARA, the key now is to let queer Judaism keep
evolving.
“People are gonna be living authentically younger and younger,” Tucker said. Today’s queer Jewish leaders should be
ready to adapt to the next generation’s innovations — “whatever kind of hyper-gay they come up with.”
Such change is good, they said, and natural.
“Why would you ever expect us to be the same kind of Jews that we were 10 years ago, 20 years ago, 100 or 200 years
ago? Like, we're still Jews. It ought to look different.”

Chris Hedlin is PublicSource’s faith and religion reporter. She can be reached at chris@publicsource.org or on
Twitter @ChristineHedlin.
This story was fact-checked by Chris Hippensteel.
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Make Stuff!

Happy News!

Ruth Dresher

Many of you may remember my dear friend, Rebecca
Silberman z”l, who introduced me to Dor Hadash and
who was an active member for over ten years until her
premature death in 2005 at the age of 47. Rebecca was
the mother of Eve and Laurel who are now young adults.
Eve is married to Paris Norman (yes, son of Post-Gazette
Columnist Tony Norman). Eve and Paris are happy to
announce the birth of their son Nyjah, born April 9th,
2021.
Eve is finishing her masters degree in Elementary Education and Laurel is working as a phlebotomist. Both girls
have become wonderful young adults and say hello to all
who knew them in their years at Dor Hadash.
Submitted by
Donna Coufal

No question, Summer is here! And perhaps we
can also say that “post-covid” is also around the
corner.
We are grateful that we have gotten through it,
and now we reflect on how we managed. Hopefully, we all found our way in our own way. Here was
my path: It was hard not being able to see friends,
not go to the movies, no travel. My magic words
were: MAKE STUFF!

No, I didn’t sew, nor knit, and I didn’t even write
stuff. One morning I woke up with a big and
bright sign in front of me which said: “Make
Stuff!’ So I discovered a process of painting
frames, and plates, and other
objects, and I felt
like DaVinci. I am grateful that my creative urges
have survived. Hope yours have too – go and
MAKE STUFF!”

MILES4MIGRANTS
You know those thousands of airline miles that you accrued and will never use? You can donate them to
miles4migrants, a wonderful program that helps you
book flights for people seeking asylum within our borders.
This program is a lot more personal than donating money. I contacted them with 17,000 miles I could not use.
When they had a person who needed a flight, they
walked me through the booking process. I learned the
person’s name, where they were from and where they
were going. Sometimes the flight falls through, but all
your points are returned. I was able to transport 2 people across the United States. The miles4migrants employees were wonderful to talk to and dedicated to their
work. They work around your schedule and are always
available.
Here is the link to the program:
https://miles4migrants.org/
I am happy to share my experience with you, or if you
have donated miles, let us know how your experience
was helping someone to re-locate.
Submitted by
Donna Coufal
Ruth created numerous works using tubes of
colors intended as clothing dyes. Her works
are displayed prominently in the lobby of her
apartment building.
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Dor Hadash Religious School
—————————
Karen Morris—Principal
—————————
As I write this final Kol article
for the school year, we just
honored our 7th grade graduates
during a Shavuot evening
service. Mazal Tov to Zachary
Mor and Kriya Spadafora.
Graduating
from
religious
school at the end of 7th grade
represents a beginning not a
conclusion. Our students transition from a religious school setting to being engaged as Jewish teens. Fortunately, Roan
Hollander is leading the movement to connect our teens
together by engaging in special activities with their Dor
Hadash peers. We look forward to this group coming together for the upcoming school year. We look forward to
inviting our teens back to engage in services, social events,
and mentors to our younger students.
I have spoken and written throughout the year on the
blessings of zoom, and how it has enabled us to learn
together, and create our school community this year. This
has only been possible due to the support of Dor Hadash,
and our incredible teachers. I also have to thank our
students and parents who stuck this out throughout the
year, and we loved seeing the smiling students' faces on
Wednesday afternoons.
Shavuot in the Bible began as a harvest pilgrimage for our
agricultural ancestors. Over time, and with the influence
of other religious sects, the theme of receiving the law, the
entire Torah became central to the holiday. In more
modern times, we began celebrating graduations and
confirmations during Shavuot, as the holiday occurs
during the end of the school year. Examining the
adaptations of this Biblical festival fits well with the theme
of Reconstructing Judaism. The Torah is central to us, and
on Shavuot we focus on what we “receive.” Beyond the gift
of receiving the Torah, I wish to reflect on what we have
received this year. Certainly we have suffered the effects of
a worldwide pandemic. Fortunately, many of us, within
the comforts of our lives in the United States have fared
well.

Dor Hadash and Dor HaBa:
A Personal Experience
By Maria Carson
I moved to Pittsburgh in July of 2020. The move was
extremely difficult: it was hot, we were moving into the
third floor, our distaste for the supervising mover was
only eclipsed by the deep hatred his own coworkers felt
towards him, we didn’t know where to buy pizza, and we
were terrified of catching COVID-19.
A few weeks after that move, however, things were looking up: only one piece of furniture had been damaged by
the movers, we had convinced our landlord to install an
extra door in our apartment to help our little window
unit to work more effectively, neither of us had gotten
COVID, and we knew a few places to not order pizza
from. And, most significantly, we had joined Dor
Hadash.
I knew I wanted to join Dor Hadash as soon as I heard
about the community: I care deeply about Reconstructionist Judaism, lay leadership, and engaging conversations. I became sure I would find this at Dor Hadash.
What I didn’t expect was that there would be a vibrant
community of young adults – people between the ages
of 18 – 40, roughly – at Dor Hadash. People in the 20s
and 30s are not generally known for joining or being
active in synagogue communities, and yet here I was
talking to many new potential friends (which is how I
thought of them) over a virtual Hanukkah party. I felt
hopeful for my new life here in Pittsburgh!
While I can’t attest to how other members of the young
adult group at Dor Hadash – Dor Ha’Ba, we are calling
ourselves – feel about the group, I suspect they have enjoyed our events as much as I have. In the past year, we
have held a Shavuot cheesecake baking program, a leftist Jewish reading group, instituted a monthly Shabbat
mincha service, and have plans to celebrate Emma
Goldman’s birthday with cake and discussions of anarchism. These events are and were open to the entire
congregation – we organize them, giving us experience
in lay leadership at Dor Hadash.
Right now, we are only a loose collection of individuals
who organize these events and socialize with one another. We hope to become an official ad-hoc committee
through Dor Hadash – we believe that this change will
make us a more effective community. We hope that this
community will encourage more young adults to consider joining Dor Hadash, encourage new and younger
leaders at Dor Hadash, and give young adults valuable
Jewish learning experiences.
And most importantly, the existence of Dor Ha’Ba
makes me feel more at home in Pittsburgh.
Although I’m still not sure where to get good pizza.
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Dor Hadash Religious School (Continued)
The modern miracle of the vaccine is moving us back to an
in person social community. I hesitate to say, “back to
normal.” Let us reflect on the “new normal,” let us reflect
on what good we will keep from the transformation of this
past year. What gifts did we receive? What will keep
moving forward? We are so grateful for modern
technology that has kept our community intact, and
perhaps even strengthened us.
I know our teachers and students are eager to return to in
person, in classroom learning. We plan to keep our Google
classroom of school materials, lessons, and homework. We
now have a central, virtual home for our curriculum. I
hope next year our students will engage throughout the
week, in between weekly classes in virtual learning,
perhaps forming special chavruta to strengthen their
studies and Hebrew skills. We will explore these
possibilities over the summer, and as we plan for the
coming school year.

Wishing you a wonderful and safe summer!
Ami Weintraub: 2nd - 4th grade
Anna Coufal: 5th grade & 4th/5th grade Hebrew
Nava Chernoff: 6th grade Hebrew & Mitzvah Class
Sai Koros: 7th/8th grade Tzedek Class
Karen Morris: 6th grade Judaics
Roan Hollander: teen teacher’s assistant
Dor Hadash Religious School focuses Jewish learning and
exploring through the lenses of Reconstructing Judaism.
Please spread the word so we can welcome new students
and families into our school, and our congregation.

Please feel free to be in touch with me anytime via email to
learn more about our school. kmorris@dorhadash.net

Blessed Memories of Liv Zane z”l
On March 2nd, 2021 / 18 Adar, 5781, our community
lost a friend too soon. At only 23-years-old, Liv Zane z”l
was known for her kind heart, fierce authenticity, sharp
wit, and radical commitment to intersectional
liberation. She loved being a member of Dor Hadash
and was an active member of the Accessibility
committee, never afraid to speak up and advocate for
those in need. Though we knew of Liv’s wonderful
qualities from the first time we met, it became all the
more clear when we heard her loved ones speak at her
shiva, which was beautifully led by Dan Leger. Family
and friends shared tender memories of Liv’s compassion for animals, her incisive sense of justice, her
unyielding loyalty to those she loved, and countless
other blessings she brought to those around her. One of
those many blessings was her dedication to justice in
Israel-Palestine. She advocated for dialogue, no matter
how uncomfortable or out of place it might seem. For
her shloshim, some of us gathered to open this
dialogue about Israel-Palestine and learn in her honor.
On June 26 at 7:30pm, Reb Ezra Weinberg will be
leading us in a community discussion entitled
“Learning for Liv: Unpacking our Feelings on IsraelPalestine.” As we continue to mourn the loss of our
dear friend, it is our deep hope that we may continue
this dialogue with the larger Dor Hadash community,
continuing the many blessings of Liv’s memory.
Anna Coufal, Sai Koros, other signees
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Recommendations for Reopening In-Person Services

Covid Ad Hoc Committee, Congregation Dor Hadash
June 23, 2021
Richard Weinberg, MD - General Internal Medicine
Ellen Berne, MD - General Internal Medicine
Sanae Inagmi, MD - General Internal Medicine
Mary Korytkowski, MD - Endocrinology
Esther Teverovsky, MD - Geriatric Psychiatry
Wendy Kobee, JD - Chair Ritual Committee
Robert Kraftowitz, MD - Treasurer, Geriatric Medicine
Debbie Cherry - Accessibility Committee
Miriam Kenton - Accessibility Committee
Karen Morris - Religious School Teacher
Sai Koros - Congregational Manager
Background
It is clear that COVID vaccination dramatically reduces the rate
of acquiring and transmitting COVID. The rate of COVID cases
in Allegheny County has fallen to <3/100000/day. The rate of
vaccination among Congregation Dor Hadash is very high,
>90% (see attached survey with 115 respondents), which
greatly increases the safety of in-person meetings. It is also the
case that children will remain unvaccinated through much of
the year and that there are immunocompromised members
whose risk of acquiring illness when exposed to COVID is still
not determined. Our goal is to provide safety, include as many
members as practical and safe, and hold services that are rich
and meaningful.
In formulating these recommendations, we have considered
the current science as well as feedback from Board members
and other members. This includes those who are immunocompromised and desire an approach that allows them to
participate in services safely.
As these guidelines are being formulated, some experts in the
United States are expressing concern about the potential
impact of the Delta variant that originated in India but has
become dominant in Europe and has arrived in the U.S. While
fully vaccinated people are probably protected, the potential
exists for a rising case rate over the next few months that
would put unvaccinated and immunocompromised people at
risk. Many synagogues have relaxed their restrictions and are
opening up. We recommend moving in that direction with an
approach that is safe and respectful of our members, including
the most vulnerable.

[Continued on Page 17]

Chesed report:
Simchas:
Eve Wider married Scott Morganstern on May 23rd
in Philadelphia. Mazel Tov to the happy couple!
Ben Narotsky is planning a baby naming ceremony
for his and his wife’s daughter Amelia. Amelia was
born on 7/27/20.
Two other baby namings are being planned, pending vaccinations for the toddlers. Alternatively, the
ceremonies may be celebrated via Zoom.

Deaths:
The beloved mother of Kathy Blee and mother in
law of Pam Goldman, Phyllis Blee, died on May
18th. Funeral services were held in Fort Wayne,
Indiana.
Miri Rabinowitz’s beloved father, Milt Kramer died
on May 20th. Dan Leger led shiva services on May
27th.
The beloved father of Wendy Kobee died on May
27th. His funeral was held in Chappaqua, NY.
Lois Rubin’s beloved mother, Yetta Elinoff died on
May 26th. Doris Dyen led shiva services on May
31st.

May their memories be for a blessing
Volunteers Needed:
During Covid, eight volunteers called vulnerable
members for weekly phone visits. Would anyone
who has volunteered in the past, or who would like
to volunteer for the first time please contact Libba
Spiegel. We would like to continue this practice.
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Recommendations for Reopening In-Person Services
Recommendation
We recommend that in-person services and meetings be resumed indoors with the following
conditions:
1. All attendees will be fully vaccinated, except for children under 12 who are not yet eligible
for vaccination. People over 12 who are not fully vaccinated will attend events remotely.
2. Children under 12 will be welcome to services, provided that they are masked and seated
with families in a physically distanced section for unvaccinated households
(“Unvaccinated Section”).
3. All attendees will wear masks.

4. Singing will be permitted.
5. Physical distancing will not be required of all fully vaccinated attendees, but two other
portions of the room will be reserved for (1) those who are not vaccinated and (2) those
who are immunocompromised or simply prefer to maintain 6 feet distance from others.
People will RSVP to indicate their preference for the physically distanced space so that the
room can be set up appropriately. In other words, there will be three separate sections of
the room:
a. Vaccinated Without Physical Distancing
b. Vaccinated With Physical Distancing
c. Unvaccinated Children Under 12 and Their Families

6. All service leaders and those called to the Bimah will be vaccinated. They will be permitted
to speak without masks. They will be physically distant from the audience, except those on
the Bimah.
7. We will refrain from greeting each other with physical touch, such as hugging, unless
invited to do so. Some members recommend that we create a sticker to indicate
preference.
8. Virtual streaming will be available at all services.
9. Dor Hadash Religious School will resume in-person classes following CDC guidelines from
April 27, 2021, which recommend physical distancing practices be continued.
10. Our committee will update these recommendations as new information becomes available
regarding local rate of disease, concern about variants, and evidence regarding safe
practice

The Recommendations as submitted must be approved by the full board. A formal board vote and
announcement is expected soon.
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Late Spring and Summer Onegs for EECM
May Sponsors
Frances Fall - In memory of her parents Oscar and Mary Pearlman
Carol Schubert- In memory of Al Schubert
Tova Tarr- In honor of her Husband, Joel’s birthday
Laurie Heller Tarr and Michael Tarr- In honor of their father, Joel Tarr’s birthday.
June Sponsors
Ellen Berne
Judy Grumet- In h onor of h e r birth day
Joan Saroff - In m e m ory of Lawre nce Saroff
July Sponsors

Claudia Davidson
Nancy Levine
Nancy Merenstein
August Sponsors
Barbara Bauman and Howard Aizenstein
Oneg Shabbat means Sabbath Joy in Hebrew. Usually that joy is shared with refreshments after our Friday night services. During
the pandemic, we are transforming that tradition to provide for an evening meal at the East End Cooperative Ministry (EECM).
This enables us to transform another Dor Hadash tradition, cooking and serving a monthly meal and EECM, and continue
providing for those meals with a monetary contribution during this time. For more information on sponsoring an Oneg for
EECM, contact Joan Saroff at jmsaroff@hotmail.com.

Contributions

In honor of Donna Coufal for extraordinary
leadership and service to our community
Christine Miller and Richard Weinberg
Nancy Levine
Janice Gordon and Robert Kraftowitz
In honor of Rob Kraftowitz
Lisa Brush
In honor of Hal Grinberg for Book Group
leadership
Anonymous
Donation to JFCS in honor of Leslie
Aizenman
Anonymous
Grateful thanks to Congregation members
who contributed to my well being
Marsha Stern

Chai Fund
Sheila Chamovitz
Laura Horowitz

Covid-19 Relief Fund
Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
General Donation
John P. Ryan
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Contributions continued

Old Folks Bike Trip
Janice Gordon and Robert Kraftowitz
Peter & Stephanie Brown
Richard Koepsel and Jill Rook
Marc and Mellissa Mann
Claudia Davidson and Mark Rubenstein
Eve Wider
Janey Zeilinger
Donna and Robert Coufal
Elissa Hirsh
Hal Grinberg
Miri Rabinowitz
Daniel and Lauren Resnick
Wendy Kobee and Michael Thompson
Eric Alabaster
Barbara Wein
Margot Cavalier
Chelli Hovne and Hal Rubenstein
Eleanore Yanowitz
Maia Freedman
Howard Aizenstein and Barbara Baumann
Joel and Tova Tarr
Pamina Ewing
Jonathan and Lisa Budd
Stephen Hankin and Janice Kelly
Judy Grumet
Rosa Lynn Pinkus

In honor of Rabbi Cheryl Klein, Dan Leger
and Daniel Mosse for Ada Cohn shiva
Judith Rothstein
In memory of Ada Cohn
Ed Victor
In memory of Olivia Zane
Alan & Phyllis Kritz
Elizabeth Sehring - for Dor Haba
In memory of Alan Sampson
Jacqueline Sampson
Irwin, Sari and Michelle Isenstein
David Klahr and Pamela Weiss
In memory of Bertha Morimoto
Steven Worden
Anne O'Leary-Kelly
Kayla Allison
Kim Needy
Katherine Dowd
Sean Van Slyck
Ann Fisher
Lin & Stanley Ehrenpreis
T. Crowe Semler
David Edwards
On the yahrzeit of Renny Selig
Alan and Linda Selig

On the 2nd yahrzeit of Dottie Braun
Steve and Rachel Braun
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Yahrzeits June 2021
Name

Death Date

Hebrew
Date

Yahrzeits July 2021
English Date

Name

Death Date

Hebrew
Date

English Date

Frances Gertrude Fertman

6/20/2014

22 Sivan

6/2/2021

Lew Cohen

7/24/1989

21 Tamuz

7/1/2021

Jerome Chelemer

6/22/2003

22 Sivan

6/2/2021

Melvin Reder

7/28/2016

22 Tamuz

7/2/2021

Marion Ellis

6/11/1993

22 Sivan

6/2/2021

Kathy Goldring

7/19/2006

23 Tamuz

7/3/2021

6/9/2007

23 Sivan

6/3/2021

Daniel Klein

7/21/2014

23 Tamuz

7/3/2021

Sarah Roth

6/16/1990

23 Sivan

6/3/2021

Solomon Train

8/1/1986

25 Tamuz

7/5/2021

Natalie Forman

6/19/2017

25 Sivan

6/5/2021

Jerome Seiner

7/21/1998

27 Tamuz

7/7/2021

Hugo Selig

6/15/1985

26 Sivan

6/6/2021

Milton Sackin

7/13/2010

2 Av

7/11/2021

Myra Judd

6/19/2020

27 Sivan

6/7/2021

Shirley Greenstein

7/28/1987

2 Av

7/11/2021

Olga Faddy

6/11/1999

27 Sivan

6/7/2021

Maurice Meyer Brothman

7/31/1973

2 Av

7/11/2021

Tillie Ungar Bails

6/29/1992

28 Sivan

6/8/2021

Beatrice Sultanik Brothman

7/31/1973

2 Av

7/11/2021

Saul Bleiweiss

6/18/1985

29 Sivan

6/9/2021

Pauline Heinz

8/2/1965

4 Av

7/13/2021

Nora McCardell

6/24/1998

30 Sivan

6/10/2021

Alexander Zabusky

8/5/2008

4 Av

7/13/2021

Claire Sackin

6/24/2017

30 Sivan

6/10/2021

Harry Gershfeld

7/31/1987

5 Av

7/14/2021

Walter Jetter

6/29/1995

1 Tamuz

6/11/2021

Lorna Margolis

8/2/1995

6 Av

7/15/2021

Evelyn Baumann

6/20/2004

1 Tamuz

6/11/2021

Dolores Murock

Sandor Weiss

6/21/1966

3 Tamuz

6/13/2021

Mary Leger

Nathan Belle

6/26/1971

3 Tamuz

6/13/2021

Leo Kraftowitz

Morris Kross

6/29/2006

3 Tamuz

6/13/2021

Sandor Weiss

6/21/1966

3 Tamuz

6/13/2021

David Perlman

Marge Schwager

8/6/2011

6 Av

7/15/2021

7/25/1993

7 Av

7/16/2021

8/1/1979

8 Av

7/17/2021

David Murray Heinz

7/22/1980

9 Av

7/18/2021

Irwin Diamond

7/31/1990

9 Av

7/18/2021

7/7/2008

4 Tamuz

6/14/2021

Edith Brenner Dyen

8/6/1976

10 Av

7/19/2021

Anita Berne

6/30/2017

6 Tamuz

6/16/2021

Eileen Hochheiser

7/23/1999

10 Av

7/19/2021

Joseph Gaynor

6/28/2020

6 Tamuz

6/16/2021

Emil Friedman

7/22/1991

11 Av

7/20/2021

Henry Fischhoff

6/24/2015

7 Tamuz

6/17/2021

Irving Rubinstein

8/18/1986

13 Av

7/22/2021

Blanche Brown

6/18/2002

8 Tamuz

6/18/2021

Sidney Drescher

7/26/1999

13 Av

7/22/2021

Margo Lieberman

6/21/2018

8 Tamuz

6/18/2021

Ida Abelson

8/12/1954

13 Av

7/22/2021

Alice Koros

6/30/2009

8 Tamuz

6/18/2021

Elyse Pushinsky

8/8/2017

16 Av

7/25/2021

Ester Mandelker

7/16/2005

9 Tamuz

6/19/2021

Ann Reder

8/14/1984

16 Av

7/25/2021

Dan Ziff

6/29/2012

9 Tamuz

6/19/2021

William Budd

8/14/2003

16 Av

7/25/2021

Morris Merenstein

6/29/1985

10 Tamuz

6/20/2021

Betty Lichtblau

8/5/1993

18 Av

7/27/2021

Murray Zeilinger

7/8/2014

10 Tamuz

6/20/2021

Devin Lazarus

8/16/1984

18 Av

7/27/2021

Dorothy Nudelman Perel

7/4/2017

10 Tamuz

6/20/2021

Norbert Engler

8/1/1961

19 Av

7/28/2021

Murray Zeilinger

7/8/2014

10 Tamuz

6/20/2021

Janice Colker

Betti Kurtzman

7/17/2005

10 Tamuz

6/20/2021

Maurice Jay Wittenberg

Earl Mattes

7/16/1997

11 Tamuz

6/21/2021

Sherwood N. Fox

Norman Leger

6/23/1991

11 Tamuz

6/21/2021

Phyllis S. Mizel

Harry Rothstein

6/25/1972

13 Tamuz

6/23/2021

Eric Smith

William Block

7/20/2005

13 Tamuz

6/23/2021

Lester Fertman

7/15/2003

15 Tamuz

6/25/2021

Edna Reder

7/17/2011

15 Tamuz

6/25/2021

7/6/2012

16 Tamuz

6/26/2021

6/25/1956

16 Tamuz

6/26/2021

Bernard Berne

7/3/2007

17 Tamuz

6/27/2021

Jacob Kotovsky

7/1/1961

17 Tamuz

6/27/2021

Marcella G. Goldberg
Frank Reder

Arthur Regal

7/14/1987

17 Tamuz

6/27/2021

Jack Zlatis

7/1/1980

17 Tamuz

6/27/2021

Lillian Freedman

7/3/1988

18 Tamuz

6/28/2021

Eddie Kroser

7/12/1998

18 Tamuz

6/28/2021

Samuel Chelemer

7/13/1998

19 Tamuz

6/29/2021

8/9/2009

19 Av

7/28/2021

8/10/2020

20 Av

7/29/2021

8/5/2007

21 Av

7/30/2021

8/21/2011

21 Av

7/30/2021

8/11/2009

21 Av

7/30/2021

Saul Hineck

8/20/1984

22 Av

7/31/2021

Richard Bonime

8/18/2014

22 Av

7/31/2021

Stephen Clauss

8/27/2005

22 Av

7/31/2021
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Yahrzeits August 2021
Name

Death Date

Hebrew Date

Yahrzeits September 2021
(end of 5781)

English Date

Clara Kuntz

8/1/1975

24 Av

8/2/2021

Albert Schubert

8/4/2010

24 Av

8/2/2021

Name

8/28/1978

25 Av

8/3/2021

Harry Cosson

8/1/2013

25 Av

8/3/2021

Sarah Friedman

Victor Julius Mizel

8/30/2005

25 Av

8/3/2021

Edna Watson Jetter

Stan Arnold

8/25/2011

25 Av

8/3/2021

Barbara Hollander

Victor Julius Mizel

8/30/2005

25 Av

8/3/2021

Rose Sucov

8/17/1971

26 Av

8/4/2021

John Fetterman

8/18/2009

28 Av

8/6/2021

Lewis Le Avitt

8/25/1976

29 Av

8/7/2021

William Flom

8/28/1973

30 Av

8/8/2021

Harriet Rosenberg
Paula Ben-David

Peter Oresick

9/3/2016

30 Av

8/8/2021

Harriet L. Cohen

8/18/2012

30 Av

8/8/2021

Harry Steger

8/11/1953

30 Av

8/8/2021

Irving Lovit

8/19/2001

30 Av

8/8/2021

Henry Recht

8/14/1988

1 Elul

8/9/2021

Elizabeth Grodin

9/5/2005

1 Elul

8/9/2021

Judy Zweig Berger

8/7/2013

1 Elul

8/9/2021

Cynthia Shorr

9/2/2019

2 Elul

8/10/2021

Stephen M Delano

8/14/2010

4 Elul

8/12/2021

Phyllis Woltschock

8/30/2014

4 Elul

8/12/2021

9/3/1935

5 Elul

8/13/2021

Cecile Herschlag

9/1/1995

6 Elul

8/14/2021

D Avid Feinstein

9/10/2005

6 Elul

8/14/2021

Brian Lazarus

8/26/2001

7 Elul

8/15/2021

Alexander Shulman

8/18/1983

9 Elul

8/17/2021

9/9/1989

9 Elul

8/17/2021

Saul Roth

Dorothy Colker
Allen Grinberg

9/2/1998

11 Elul

8/19/2021

Robert Bon Avoglia

9/12/2019

12 Elul

8/20/2021

Ethel Begler

9/13/1970

12 Elul

8/20/2021

Sheila Steger

9/12/2000

12 Elul

8/20/2021

9/4/1998

13 Elul

8/21/2021

Jenny Chelemer

9/10/1984

13 Elul

8/21/2021

Irving Fertman

9/12/1973

15 Elul

8/23/2021

Sadie Saroff

9/15/1981

16 Elul

8/24/2021

Melvin Balsom

9/11/2014

16 Elul

8/24/2021

9/3/2004

17 Elul

8/25/2021

Mathew Bartholomew

Janet Schlesinger
Mildred Schutzman

9/4/2004

18 Elul

8/26/2021

Harry McKibben

9/11/1968

18 Elul

8/26/2021

Fred Kraftowitz

8/29/2010

19 Elul

8/27/2021

9/1/1953

21 Elul

8/29/2021

8/27/2013

21 Elul

8/29/2021

Idel Rosenfeld

9/6/1996

22 Elul

8/30/2021

Lillian Mason

9/8/1993

22 Elul

8/30/2021

Harry Seiner
Janet Oppenheim Kravitz

Bruce Siff

9/2/2018

22 Elul

8/30/2021

Jeffrey H. Cohen

9/25/2016

22 Elul

8/30/2021

Richard Stern Sr.

8/28/2013

22 Elul

8/30/2021

Benjamin Chelemer

9/20/1965

23 Elul

8/31/2021

Death Date

Hebrew
Date

English Date

9/10/1985

24 Elul

9/1/2021

9/9/1969

26 Elul

9/3/2021

9/27/1970

26 Elul

9/3/2021

9/13/1993

27 Elul

9/4/2021

Joel Merenstein

9/27/2019

27 Elul

9/4/2021

Max Oliker

10/1/2016

28 Elul

9/5/2021

Eva Rita Drescher

9/9/1999

28 Elul

9/5/2021

Ruth Gumerman

10/1/1997

29 Elul

9/6/2021
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The Comparative Impulse
The vastness of some historical events and processes attracts scholars into postulates of singularity. Like the Holocaust, modern slavery intuitively appeals to the historical imagination as a candidate for uniqueness: "There was
nothing quite like black slavery, in scale, importance or consequence," writes one of slavery's recent chroniclers.
Beyond slavery's challenge to scholarly understanding, recently considerable popular pressure has generated a
demand that greater attention be paid to the story of slaves and their descendants in the world at large.
The enormous increase in scholarly discussion and in the public visibility of the Holocaust in the United States has
contributed to corresponding reflections on the place of slavery in American and world history. In April 1995, a front
page story on the commemoration of slavery in the New York Times reported that "some scholars compare this
widespread reflection to that of Jews who have vigilantly preserved memories of the Holocaust." Because both phenomena are so intimately tied to stories of mass degradation, dispersion and death, they elicit not only scholarly
analysis, but tempt philosophers, theologians and politicians into competitions over comparative victimization.
In an early comparison a historian of American slavery attempted to analogize the psychology of Nazi concentration
camp inmates with the trauma of enslavement in order to explain what was considered to be the cultural annihilation
and long term infantilization of blacks in America. Subsequent research and discussion of this putative analogy indicated that the original comparison had been premised on deficient knowledge about both systems. Since the 1970s
the research on both subjects has, if anything, widened the distance between the Holocaust and New World slavery. A
generation of slavery scholarship has increasingly demonstrated the ability of slaves not only to sustain themselves,
but to create systems of culture, family community, enterprise, and consumption from the sixteenth to the nineteenth
centuries.
Histories of slavery in the Americas now routinely devote much of their pages to such themes as the development of
religion, family life, women and children, leisure and the arts, independent economic activities, consumption patterns,
and individual and collective forms of resistance. The whole scholarly enterprise now focuses on a system that
endured and expanded for almost four centuries, and produced an enormous variety of human interaction. Slaves
created patterns of human relationships as complex as any to be found outside the distinctive economy of the Atlantic
system. African Americans were part of a durable system in which the enslaved played key roles as actors in "an everwidening social and economic space."
By contrast, historians of the Holocaust must analyze human behavior, thought and institutional development within
a time-frame of years, not of centuries. Analytical questions about intergenerational patterns of production and reproduction, modes of family and community building, and the evolution of economic activity over many generations
are irrelevant. There were, of course, rapidly changing patterns of work, of culture, and even of artistic expression, but
they unfolded in terms of months and years, not decades, generations and centuries. Except for isolated individual
fugitives hidden by gentiles, and pockets of Jewish armed partisans, the Holocaust is a tale of rapidly narrowing economic and social space, of physical concentration, immiseration and annihilation. A recognition of the divergence of
the two "institutions" was quickly grasped in the wake of the initial comparison. It remains the starting point in any
contrast of slavery in the Americas with the Holocaust in Europe.
If there is one aspect of African slavery that might be fruitfully linked to an analysis of the Holocaust, it is probably the
process of initial enslavement. Coerced transfers of sub-Saharan Africans fed slave systems of the Mediterranean, the
Atlantic and the Indian Ocean basins for a thousand years. The largest component of this forced migration after 1500
was the transatlantic Slave Trade. During three and a half centuries, from the early 1500s to the 1860s, up to twelve
million Africans were loaded and transported, in dreadful conditions, to the tropical and sub-tropical zones of the
Americas. In the process, probably twice as many were seized in the African interior.
One historian has estimated that in the peak century and a half of the intercontinental forced migration from Africa
(1700-1850) "twenty-one million persons were captured in Africa, seven million of whom were brought into domestic
slavery [within Africa itself]." The human cost of sustaining the combined slave systems to the West, North and East
of sub-Saharan Africa between 1500 and 1900 was an estimated "four million people who lost their lives as a direct
result of enslavement", plus others who died prematurely. Of the nearly twelve millions in the Atlantic slave trade
around 15 percent, or up to two million more, died on the Atlantic voyage - "The Middle Passage" - and the first year of
"seasoning." In the Americas, the death rates dropped gradually to levels approximating those projected in Africa.
Averages offer only an inkling of the intensity of suffering in particular regions, communities, barracoons, and slave
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ships or in the diverse situations to which slaves were delivered in the Americas. In terms of conditions of life as of
death the long journey from the African interior was the peak period of pain, discomfort, of psychological dislocation
and degradation in the Atlantic system. Within the parameters of the slave trade, comparisons with the Holocaust may
therefore be more meaningful, even if the differences remain overwhelming.
Market vs. non-Market Forces
A fundamental comparison may begin with the terms given by those who organized the two systems. The Holocaust
was envisioned as a "final solution" to a problem: Jews were beings whose very existence was a threat and whose physical disappearance was regarded as one of the highest priorities of the Nazi leadership. The success of the enterprise required rapid institutional innovation, and was measured in a time-frame calculated in months and years. The Atlantic
Slave Trade developed incrementally, with millennia of institutional precedents. The initial age of European transoceanic expansion from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries slowly added a new dimension to the expansion of African slavery. Europeans discovered by stages that they could best tap the mineral and agricultural potential of the Atlantic basin with massive rearrangements of labor. The rapid depletion of New World populations led to experiments in
various forms of imported coerced labor from both Europe and Africa. In large parts of the New World, as in Africa,
slaves proved to be an economically optimal form of labor for slaveholders. The context of the development of the slave
trade was therefore both long term and incremental. For hundreds of years, the Americas presented enormous tracts of
sparsely populated land and subsoil minerals suitable for profitable production and overseas export. During the same
period Europeans developed capital and communications networks capable of directing the transportation of American
production to all parts of the Atlantic world. Simultaneously, Africans expanded and intensified their internal networks
of enslavement, and Europeans tapped into those networks of enslavement for long-distance coerced migration.
Historians of slavery intensely dispute the slave trade's long term effects on each region of the Atlantic system - whether, and how much, slavery stimulated or constrained development in Europe, the Americas and Africa. There is, however, a generally shared consensus about two points. First, there was no single collectivity, whether defined in political,
geographical, religious or racial terms, that dominated the entire trade complex at any point. Indeed, it is the fragmentation of power which assured that the system was sustained as a competitive system. Second, whatever groups entered
into and departed from this vast complex of human and material transfers, the central mechanism driving its general
expansion for well over three centuries was the economic gain accruing to those who remained in it. Economic considerations, and the attempt to bend economic outcomes to advantage by additions of political constraints, define the
terms in which participants entered or exited from the trade.
Almost every scholarly work on the slave trade also acknowledges or infers the primacy of economics or political economy as the nexus of the flow of forced labor within the system. Only the captives, transferred from owner to owner in a
network of exchanges that often extended for months from the interior of Africa to the interior of the Americas, had no
bargaining power in the stream of transfers. What drove the movement of human beings along the network was the value-added potential at the end of the process and the ability of individuals and states to tap into that delivery system. If
the slave trade was what some historians have termed an "uncommon market," uncommon is clearly the modifier; market is the noun. What insured that the trade continued was the dream of wealth flowing back into the system as returns
from previous investments in human beings. While the slave trade epitomized the reduction of human beings to the
category of things, it was also the slaveholder's conception of the enslaved as potentially valuable things that sustained
the system of exchange. From the perspective of all those involved in the traffic, the longer all able-bodied slaves remained alive the greater was their potential to add to the wealth, status and power of the traders and slaveholders. The
slave's status as property and as productive instrument, analogous to "laboring cattle," ensured that their disablement
or death registered as costs to their owners.
The Holocaust of 1941-45 developed in a different context and was driven by different motivations. It was confined to a
single continent. It reached its greatest intensity in European areas and against populations that had been least directly
involved in the Atlantic Slave Trade. Unlike the latter, it was dominated by one hegemonic political entity, the Nazi regime. It functioned most effectively, according to its own directors, where the Nazis had unimpeded institutional authority to implement their plans. Where Nazi political power was less direct and more limited the system worked less
effectively or thoroughly. Rather than attempting to convert underpopulated or under-exploited areas
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into optimal producers of wealth, the perpetrators conceived of the areas under their influence as already overrun with
undesirable populations afflicted with human pollutants. Even before the decision for a "final solution", the Nazis assigned a very high political priority to methods of quarantine and expulsion of Jews into zones far beyond Europe. Africans, Europeans and Americans in the Atlantic slave trade measured their success in terms of the numbers of captives
landed and sold alive. In the Nazi system every Jew destroyed was a gain in "racial" security, and a once-for-all economic gain in confiscated goods.
The slave trade was an open-ended process. Its voluntary participants (the traders) wished to perpetuate it. As a forced
migration it devastated areas of Africa and changed the balance of population groups within the Americas. Regarding
its impact on the population of Africa, a major historical debate over the slave trade revolves around the question
whether the population of Western or West Central Africa would have been substantially larger in 1700 or 1850 in the
absence of the transatlantic branch of the slave trade. However, it never so depleted Western and West Central Africa
as to threaten the Atlantic system. By contrast, the Holocaust was directed against specific groups within Europe and
had very specific effects on those groups. Millions of Jewish deaths were so concentrated in time and place that the impact of overall and short term depletion of the target population was dramatic and definitive.
As a "way of death," the slave trade was kept in being by the maintenance of a continuous flow of living human bodies
as a means to the production of labor. The Holocaust was kept in motion by the production of dead human bodies. The
two systems therefore reveal dramatically different tempos of mortality. Joseph Miller, a historian of the Angolan Slave
Trade, has drawn a profile of "Annualized Mortality Rates among Slaves from Capture through Seasoning". He depicts
a typical trade cycle extending over four years (fourteen months in transit and almost three years of seasoning in the
New World). For African slaves the highest rate of loss would have occurred in the first fourteen weeks of captivity: on
the journey through Africa, within the coastal holding quarters (the barracoons), and during the Atlantic "Middle Passage." Ironically, one of Miller's four year cycles is as long as the whole period of the Holocaust.
The mortality profile of the Holocaust victims is dissimilar from that of Angolan slaves. In some areas whole communities were massacred on the spot. In the wake of the invasion of Russia in 1941 the Einsatzgruppen, or special killing
squads, and their auxiliaries, rounded up and slaughtered tens of thousands of Jews in open areas near their homes.
For one stage of the slave trade Miller notes that annualizing the death rate in the slave barracoons "would produce a
preposterous annual rate" of 1,440 per 1,000 per year. Raul Hilberg also notes the futility of offering annualized infant
mortality rates of over 1,000 per 1,000 in the ghetto experience. At Auschwitz between July 1942 and March 1943,
even among those Jews and non-Jews not immediately killed on arrival, the "annualized" death-rate was more than
2,400 per 1,000. It would be even more absurd to speak of the series of mass slaughters during the early months of the
Nazi sweep through the various regions of the Soviet Union in terms of "annual" mortality. What is clear is that in this
opening phase of the "final solution" in the East, the primacy of on-the-spot maximum annihilation was manifest in the
documentary reports making their way back up through the Nazi chain of command.
For the millions of Jews who resided elsewhere in Nazi-dominated Europe, the Holocaust proceeded rapidly, from late
1941 to early 1945, through stages of identification, concentration and deportation. Short of death, for victims of the
Atlantic Slave Trade one peak of collective suffering came early in the process of enslavement: the trauma of uprooting,
family disintegration and physical restraint (shackling). A fresh set of afflictions accompanied the march to the sea:
attrition from epidemic disease, hunger and thirst. In this African side of the process, large numbers of slaves were siphoned off into local populations. Others, however, were added to the enslaved caravans along the line of travel as
criminal and "tribute" slaves. Captives were sometimes used as beasts of burden, carrying other commodities down to
the coast, thereby offsetting some of the costs of transportation for their captors. At the coast there would be some respite from shortages of food and water experienced en route. However, the slave would have exchanged the conditions
of forced marches in shackles for the dangers and discomfort of sedentary imprisonment. Concentrations of people
from different disease environments increased the appalling toll of disease. The "slave pens" in Benguela, Angola,
"were about 17 meters square with walls 3 meters or more in height." With "two square meters per individual," the barracoons contained 150 to 200 slaves, often enclosed together with pigs and goats.
Few aspects of the trade expressed the valuelessness of dead slaves more clearly than the slave merchants' habit of
dumping bodies of the dead in a heap in a small cemetery or depositing them in shallow graves in great numbers as
food for scavaging birds and animals. At the Western end of the Atlantic, in Rio de Janeiro, slave traders heaped up
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their decomposing losses in a mountain of earth, awaiting weekly burials. On those occasions when slaves died too
quickly for burial the decomposing corpses were partially burned, giving off a terrible odor.
Transit
For those captives not retained in Africa, and who survived the barracoons, the most distinctive part of the Atlantic
Slave Trade was the trans-oceanic journey. The "Middle Passage" was a voyage lasting from weeks to months in an environment that none of the enslaved had ever experienced in their lives. In the Holocaust there is no precise counterpart to the Middle Passage. For European Jews a completed seaborne voyage actually represented redemption. During
the Nazi period, one transatlantic voyage of Jews illustrates the contrasting contexts of the two systems. In the famous
case of the aborted journey of the Saint Louis to Cuba and the United States in 1939, the passenger's forced return to
the Old World meant captivity and destruction.
For enslaved Africans the boarding process often signaled their transfer to the authority of Europeans. The state, the
church and the owners might affix their own seals of ownership upon each boarding victim through the repeated application of hot irons to their bodies. Europeans branded slaves as marks of ownership, exactly as they branded their cattle or horses, or as goods clearing customs. In addition to the marks of capitalist ownership some states might add their
separate brand of royal arms, denoting vassalage to the crown. Representatives of the Church could add a cross branding to the royal arms as a mark of baptism. Under certain jurisdictions the branding process might continue in the
Americas, where slave-owners affixed their own signs and renamed their new human properties or designated them as
runaways.
For deported Jews the passage to the death camps in boxcars was also like nothing they had ever experienced before.
Lack of food, water, heat or sufficient air circulation created a human environment rife with futile disputes - by "curses,
kicks and blows..." a human mass extended across the floor, confused and continuous, sluggish and aching, rising here
and there in sudden convulsions and immediately collapsing again in exhaustion." The journey of two of three days
ended when the crash of opening doors and barked orders forced the passengers out onto platforms. The closest analogue to the branding of Africans was the tattooing of inmates at Auschwitz after selection. They were not renamed, but
numbered, signifying their transition to the condition of anonymous state property. Only by showing one's
"baptism" (number) could an inmate get his or her daily ration of soup.
For Africans, the ordeal of oceanic transit could last from weeks to months. Many of the Africans were sick and all must
have been terrified boarding an object which they had never seen, and heaving upon a medium they had never experienced. The passengers were arranged in tightly packed horizontal rows lying shoulder to shoulder along the length of
the ship and were even curled around the mast. The males were linked together in irons making it difficult for them to
"turn or move, to attempt to rise or lie down" without injuring each other. The collisions and curses that accompanied
the crowding were further intensified by fights at feeding times and during attempts to relieve themselves. Overflowing
lavatory buckets and the effluvium of digestive tract diseases added to the discomfort of stifling air. From the beginning
of the voyage the holds were covered with blood and mucus and so hot that the surgeons could visit the slaves only for
short periods at a time. To the many incubating intestinal diseases that the slave had brought on board with them were
added the nausea of seasickness. Accounts of the pervasive sensory impact of excrement on the slave ships correspond
to Holocaust reports of the wall of feces three feet high in one ghetto lavatory, and a concentration camp latrine at
Auschwitz where a system with a capacity for 150 was used each morning by 7,000 people. With many inmates stricken with diarrhea and dysentery, and with no more than ten minutes allowed for bodily functions, people were kneedeep in excrement.
Cruelty and arbitrary abuse added to the toll of hunger, thirst and disease in both systems, but most slaves who died of
hunger and thirst did so as the consequence of unanticipatedly long voyages. The railroads to Auschwitz moved relatively close to a schedule whose precision was the pride of the German railway bureaucracy. Trains rolled when they
had been cleared for through passage to their destination. What one historian calls the "floating tombs" of the African
trade had their literal equivalents during the Holocaust. Trucks in transit to death camps sometimes served as gas
chambers.
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Crews of African ships were at much greater risk than were the Nazi guards and their auxiliaries. Slave crews faced considerable danger from tropical disease, hunger and thirst. They had no recourse to reinforcements in the event of a
slave uprising when slaves were released from their hold below deck for daily exercise. Above all, ship's captains in the
slave trade had a stake in the survival of their human cargo. Every sale at the end of the voyage meant revenue for the
state and profits for the traders. Every dead body meant some loss on invested capital.
Nothing better illustrates the legal difference between the two systems than one of the most bizarre slave trade cases
ever heard in an English Court - the Zong case, argued in Britain in 1783. The slave ship Zong had sailed from Africa to
the Caribbean in 1781 loaded with 470 slaves bound for Jamaica. After 12 weeks under sail it had already lost over 60
Africans and seventeen crew. In order to preserve the rapidly dwindling water reserves, save the remaining "cargo",
and to allow the investors to claim a loss under their insurance policy, the captain threw 131 of the sickest slaves to their
deaths. (Unlike losses due to capture or insurrection, losses of slaves due to death by suicide or sickness were routinely
uninsurable). Designated victims were selected in daily batches by the Zong's crew. They were pushed overboard in
sight of the remaining slaves. Consequently, ten more slaves, witnessing the selections, threw themselves overboard.
The underwriters refused to pay for those cast into the sea. A civil suit was brought by the investors. The case was argued in the court of Lord Chief Justice Mansfield, famous for having declared in 1772, that colonial slave law did not
apply within England. Council for the slavers logically brushed aside the whole question of murder, on the ground that
in terms of the suit, the Zong slaves were goods and property. The only question before the court was whether some
property had been rationally jettisoned at sea in order to preserve the rest. Mansfield agreed; "Though it shocks one
very much..." the case of the slaves was the same as if horses or cattle had been thrown overboard."
Nothing like a Zong case came before a German court over the disposal of captive Jews. Nor could it in Nazi "actions"
or shipments. No one who engaged in either the authorized killing of (or who refused to kill) Jews was the object of legal action. There was no property over which such a case could have arisen - no acknowledgement of the monetary value of persons, no contract for the sale of persons, no description of the sex and age of the deceased at the point of loading, no lawful insurance upon the human cargo, no inquest into reasons for the deaths of any or all of a transported
group. The passengers' fares were payable to the railway system whether they arrived alive or not (one-way for Jews,
round trip for their guards). The fares were paid for by funds previously confiscated from the victims themselves. No
suits were filed for uncompleted journeys due to death en route. There was literally no "interest" in the survival of the
passengers en route.
Both captive Africans and Jews were designated as "pieces," but Africans were more highly differentiated goods because
an African's status was derived from the exchange value of an adult male for a piece of imported textile. A set of categories designated slaves who were less than full "pieces", in order to indicate their lower exchange value, ranged according
to age, health and strength. The "use - value" of the ideal African piece was clear. By contrast, all Jews who were not
deemed of "full" immediate labor value were immediately sent to the furnace. Their only use-value was that of certain
"pieces" of their bodies.
Divergence
At journeys' end the fate of the captives diverged. In the transatlantic slave trade landfall marked the end of the seaborne horrors. Slaves very often arrived disabled, covered with sores and suffering from fevers, but the sight of land
and the removal of shackles excited a transient feeling of joy. The captives were offered fresh food. They were bathed,
"bodies cleansed and oiled," given gifts of tobacco and pipes. In some ports a priest might come aboard to reassure the
terrified passengers that they had not been transported in order to be eaten on disembarkation. The next stage of the
process involved further psychological humiliation. Captives had to endure long and repeated physical inspections by
prospective buyers. Slaves were offered for sale almost naked to prevent deception. The healthiest and strongest went
first. The remaining ("refuse") slaves were sometimes taken on to other ports, or sent on shore to taverns and public
auctions. Further separations from relatives or shipboard companions at this point added to the trauma of sale. If
slaves survived this series of traumas they might enter a period of relative recovery (seasoning), along with the imposition of a new name, instruction in a new language and coercion in a new work discipline.
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For Jews in transit, the moment of arrival marked not a lessening, but the most dangerous single moment of their collective suffering. As they arrived, they were unloaded onto a vast platform. Compared with those who purchased African slaves, the railside inspection of Jews was extraordinary casual. SS men or other agents of the state moved quickly
through the silent crowd interrogating only a few: "How old? Healthy or ill?" Mothers who did not wish to be separated
from children were told to remain with their children. The SS decided, often in a fraction of a second, between life and
death. In a few minutes from the opening of a railway car, the overwhelming majority were on their way to the gas
chamber. A mentality of superfluity enveloped the whole process. Only in this context can one fully appreciate Primo
Levi's opening phrase in Survival at Auschwitz: "It was my good fortune to be deported to Auschwitz only in 1944, that
is, after the German Government had decided, owing to the growing scarcity of labor, to lengthen the average life span
of the prisoners destined for elimination..."
*

*

*

The slave trade was always predicated on the value of the captives as potential laborers. Well before the decision for a
"final solution" of the Jewish question by mass murder in 1941, the Nazi regime had also realized the potential utility of
coerced Jewish labor, following their pauperization. In Germany, a series of decrees between 1938 and 1941 mobilized
all able bodied Jewish labor within the Reich and occupied Poland, sustained at a standard of remuneration and nutrition far below that of the non-Jewish populations around them. On the eve of the invasion of Russia more than
100,000 had been conscripted in Germany alone. In the occupied Polish territories between 1939 and 1941 a running
debate ensued between attritionists (favoring accelerated starvation) and utilitarians (favoring temporary use of Jewish
labor for producing at least the equivalent of their temporary upkeep). The debate revolved around local policy options
while awaiting decisions from above about the disposition of the Jewish population. Some ghettos briefly succeeded in
achieving the status of short term economic (not long term demographic) viability. By the end of 1941 a portion of ghettoized adult able bodied Jews was contributing to the Nazi economy and war production at minimal survival levels.
Had the Nazis decided in favor of exploitation rather than liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto in the summer of 1942, and
had the harsh living conditions and the high death-rate remained at the level of the first half of that year (i.e. over 1000
percent of the pre-war monthly rate) "it would have taken eight years for all of Warsaw's Jews to die out."
The German invasion of Russia was accompanied not only by a moving frontier of massacre to the East but by the creation of death camps. The decision for mass annihilation in the already-conquered territories was taken at a moment
when the Nazi's looked forward to total victory in the East. In such a context the Slavic populations under Nazi control
were also perceived to be superfluous, one more obstacle to the movement of an Aryanized frontier to the east. Enormous numbers of Russian prisoners of war were allowed to starve to death during this early period of the Holocaust.
The Nazis therefore anticipated no major economic impediments to their twin ideal of general racial reorganization and
accelerated Jewish annihilation. By stressing the parasitic concept in relation to both economic and racial development, the annihilation of Jews could also be formulated in terms of accelerated economic modernization. In addition
to its public health dimension, the "Final Solution" would eliminate petty bourgeois impediments to the growth of large
scale industrial organization. This "imagined economy" of some Nazi bureaucrats drew on both capitalist and communist visions of the industrial future.
The division of "visions of labor" between slave traders and Nazi officials illustrates another divergence between the
Holocaust and the transatlantic Slave Trade. Jews were of demographically negative value to the Nazi New Order. To
the sponsors of the slave trade, Africans were indispensable or at least optimal to economic and imperial development.
The failure of slaves to achieve a positive reproduction rate in the tropical Americas (thereby requiring continuous infusions of Africans for sustained economic growth) was perceived as a shortcoming, not a virtue of the Atlantic system.
Labor
In policy terms these divergences between the two systems are even more marked for the period of the Holocaust after
the stalling of the German blitzkrieg against the Soviet Union. By the end of 1941 the conflict had settled into an extended struggle. German economic mobilization for war was intensified. As more Germans were required for military
service, massive inputs of new labor were needed to fuel the German war machine. At that critical moment the
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Nazis finalized the Final Solution into a rational bureaucratic annihilation. German industrialists began scrambling for
alternative sources of labor including the remnants of the Russian prisoners of war. At the moment that killing operations against the Jews accelerated, the economic pressure increased. Thus, by 1944 there were more than seven and a
half million coerced laborers in the heart of Europe, compared with less than six million African slaves in the Americas
in 1860, after more than three centuries of the Atlantic slave trade.
However, the rising number of Germany's slave laborers failed to boost productivity. The disciplinary habits and indifference to human suffering developed during the era of superfluity hindered the introduction of rationalized allocation
or management of labor and precluded the development of incentives among prisoners. "Until the very end the Nazi's
pursued the policy of maximum results with minimum investments." The system was most effective, not in raising
productivity, but "in squaring the economic postulates of German industrial circles with the plans to exterminate the
Jews and certain categories of slaves, which had been outlined in the first years of the war by Nazi leaders and put into
practice by the SS." Primo Levi's opening phrase about his own "good fortune" in arriving at Auschwitz in May 1944
was therefore also an obituary on the fate of his fellow Jews. When Levi was arrested, the overwhelming majority of
Jews in Nazi controlled Europe had already been murdered.
The labor shortage opened a small crevice in the killing process. For three years individual Jews engaged in desperate
attempts to ensure themselves against deportation to the death camps by retaining their status as slaves. Even small
children grasped the significance of labor qualification as a last frail barrier between death and brief survival. "How
deeply this labor-sustained psychology had penetrated into the Jewish community is illustrated by a small incident
observed by a Pole. In 1943 when an SS officer (Sturmbannführer Reinecke) seized a three-year-old Jewish girl in
order to deport her to a killing center, she pleaded for her life by showing him her hands and explaining that she could
work. In vain."
The comparative figures on enslavement and annihilation between 1941 and 1945 show that the ideology of Jewish
elimination took precedence over the ideology of production in Nazi Policy. Time and again Jews were deported before
requested replacements arrived. At the highest political levels economic reasoning was treated with condescension or
contempt. Even when grudging concessions were made to urgent requests for the temporary retention of Jewish slave
labor it was understood that "corresponding to the wish of the Fuhrer the Jews are to disappear one day..." Hitler
personally overruled a request by the bureaucrat responsible for labor supply to postpone the removal from German
soil of Jews in vital armaments factories. Goebbels rejoiced that the arguments of "economic experts and industrialists,
to the effect that they cannot do without so-called Jewish precision work do not impress him" [Hitler].
In Nazi Europe it was usually capitalists and bureaucrats in direct control of Jews who tried to rationalize labor mobilization on the road to elimination. This underlines the difference between the two historical processes that we emphasized at the outset. In the Atlantic system, political rulers, both African and European, tapped into and tried to manipulate a competitive market that they could never hope to fully master. They failed in their attempts to control the flow of
slaves to or at the coast, or to monopolize the seaborne transit of slaves. If they succeeded temporarily, the effect was
either to stifle the slave trade to their own zones of power, to draw new competitors into the trade, or to stimulate the
formation of new networks of trade and production. In the Holocaust, the power relationship between state and capitalists was reversed. It was the political leadership that literally controlled the switches governing the flow of captive
populations into war industry or death factories.
Europeans in both systems converged in acquiring adult males as slaves. This group was heavily overrepresented
among those boarded on the African coast. It also was overrepresented among those selected for survival at Auschwitz
and elsewhere. (One must note, however, that adult males were the first group targeted for mass killing by the Nazi
Einsatzgruppen in the East during the summer of "superfluity," in 1941). The Nazis, however, chose their labor force
from a full demographic range of human beings. Mothers, children and the aged were transported in the same shipments as young males and were usually designated for death on arrival. In the slave trade, African captors and traders
substantially altered the sex and age distribution of captives offered for sale to European traders. Among Africans, captive women and children had considerable value. Women and children in the slave trade who died from hunger, nutritional deficiencies, thirst, exposure, and disease perished for reasons beyond the determination of their captors. Under
the Nazis, Jewish children who died in large numbers for these same reasons, perished because of Nazi decisions to
withhold food and medicine available to the surrounding population.
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If one turns from victims to perpetrators, one professional group appears to have played a significant role in both processes.
Doctors in the British slave trade were rewarded for saving lives en route to the Americas. A recent economic historian
specializing in the medical history of the slave trade has concluded that doctors, for all of their limitations, succeeded in
reducing mortality on the slave ships. Moreover, in the end the greatest contribution to Africans by some "Guinea surgeons" in the Atlantic system was their testimony about conditions aboard slave ships. Physicians enjoyed quite a different role in the Holocaust. In Auschwitz, conclude two historians, doctors presided over the killing of most of the one
million victims of that camp. They chose between labor and death, decided when the gassed victims were dead, rationalized the selection and cremation process, and lent the prestige of their profession to the whole operation, converting
mass murder into a medical procedure. Nazi doctors rationalized the public health ideology of annihilation. They
spent more time and care in examining some of the dead than most of the living. They conducted ferocious experiments on the bodies of the living. Jews who never saw a Nazi doctor during the years of the Holocaust stood a far better
chance of survival than those who did.
Racism
Justification for the two systems also overlapped. "Race" was used as a rationale for sustaining both processes. "No
other slave system," writes one recent historian of British slavery, "was so regulated and determined by the question of
race." Historians of slavery might make an equally strong claim about the rationale for collecting vast numbers of coerced laborers at worksites throughout Nazi-dominated Europe. Jews, Gypsies, and Slavs were not only ranked in racial "value", but their bodies were at the disposal of the state for experiments as well as for labor brigades and brothels.
Race ironically may have played a limited role as a justifying concept in the launching and early expansion of the Atlantic Slave Trade. This finding has generated a long and inclusive debate on the role of Anti-black racism as a cause or
consequence of the enslavement of Africans. Slavery was hardly synonymous with Africans, nor were Africans with
slaves when the Portuguese first began to purchase Africans in the mid-fifteenth century. Africans did not regard themselves as a unitary "race", and Europeans continued to enslave people from other portions of the world well into the age
of exploration. From their earliest transoceanic voyages down to the eighteenth century various European groups continued to enslave people in the Mediterranean, African, sub-Saharan, America and Asia. At the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade only peoples of European descent were considered non-enslavable, in the full sense of becoming inheritable reproductive property. Many non-European groups were only gradually exempted from enslavement by Europeans. By 1750 sub-Saharan Africans and their descendants constituted the overwhelming majority of slaves in the Americas, and the exclusive source of slaves for the transatlantic trade. As the African slave trade persisted the racial link
embedded itself ever more deeply in the ideological fabric of European consciousness especially in the Americas. In the
process of dehumanization European holders of African slaves intrinsically linked them to domestic animals or pets.
Inventories consistently listed first the value of slaves and, second, that of livestock. Unlike Nazi captors, however, Africans "were not generally likened to predators, or to vermin," or to invisible carriers of disease.
At no time, moreover, was the linkage between Africans and slaves fully congruent. European states and slave traders
were fully aware that their slave trading partners in Africa (princes, warriors, merchants) possessed some of the same
distinctive physical features as the enslaved. Treaties were signed and contracts were made by European with Africans.
Europeans paid tribute and customs to Africans. Military, economic and marital alliances were formed with Africans.
Africans were educated in European schools. Legal and administrative precautions were taken against wrongful seizures or enslavements of Africans. General characterizations of Africans as more uncivilized or barbarous than Europeans therefore did not preclude an enormous range of political, economic, family and cultural exchanges and with Africans as equals in those relationships.
Whatever the constraints against enslaving non-Africans, the identification of slavery with Africans in the Americas was
a residual result of centuries of experimentation with various African and non-African groups, not the outcome of an
imagined racial selection before the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade. Considerations of race came to define the
outer limits of enslavability, not the designated status of Africans as slaves. The color-coded racial hierarchy was designed by Europeans to stabilize an asymmetrical distribution of transatlantic power over the long term. Given the
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indispensability of the slaves, renegotiations of master/slave relationships began almost from the moment slaves arrived
in the New World. If racism undergirded the African slave trade it was an effect rather than a cause of that system.
Ironically, the closest analogue in European culture to a "racially" defined fear of contamination during the early period
of the transatlantic slave trade was the Iberian obsession with "purity of blood." For two centuries after 1500 Spanish
and Portuguese authorities conducted ongoing hunts for "Judaizing" descendants of Jews converted to Christianity.
Such Conversos or New Christians were indefinitely branded by their ancestral link to the Jewish tradition. In the Iberian settler societies racial legislation was primarily concerned with the regulation of non-slave groups, including New
Christians, Indians and free people of "mixed" race. For slaves, legal codes inherited from pre-Atlantic Roman Law constituted the primary juridical nexus for grounding master/slave free-slave and slave-slave relationships.
Racism fulfilled a different systemic function during the Holocaust. The difference was not that Jews were defined primarily by the religious affiliation of their grandparents rather than by ancestral geographic origin or by color. For the
Nazis, a racial revolution was needed to unravel past legal and social integration. Racial legislation also prescribed a new
system of individual classification in order to unravel the results of religious intermarriage. The regime intended that
one precisely designated group would, one way or another, disappear. Nazi racial policy was in this sense committed to
a final solution, a policy of "disappearance," long before the particular physical implementation that began in 1941.
Thus, if European statesmen and merchants measured success in the slave trade in terms of ships and colonies increasingly filled with aliens, success for National Socialists was measured in terms of body counts and empty horizons. Rudolf Höss, Commandant of Auschwitz, not only arranged to return to his killing center in 1944 so that he could personally oversee the destruction of Hungarian Jewry, but claimed credit for annihilating 2 1/2 millions rather than the 1 1/4
people actually murdered there.
The slave trade and the Holocaust are characterized by another striking difference. For the first three centuries of the
transatlantic slave trade only isolated voices, and no government attempted to prohibit slaving by its own citizens. There
was no need for concealment, and no international declaration against the Atlantic Slave Trade until more than three
centuries into the duration of the system. Every European state with ports on the Atlantic participated in the trade at
one time or another. Participants in the Atlantic system, operated within the comforting context of doing or seeing ordinary and customary things, even at times when they expressed personal revulsion or reservation about some particularly
brutal action within that system.
The Holocaust differed from the slave trade in that it was not described by its perpetrators as conforming to some ancient and universal practice. The Nazis were cognizant that they were radical innovators and directors of an operation
that they themselves had begun and which they alone were capable of seeing through to a completion. Their commitment was crucial to the process. Indeed, they knew that they had bet their lives on a project that would be considered a
war crime were they to be defeated.
Conclusion
This brief overview emphasizes the difficulty of comparing two events so disparate in space, in time, in intention, in duration, and in outcome. Yet the urge to find analogues to one's suffering is unquenchably human. What could be more
encouraging than to see the recent surge of historical interest in the Holocaust as a model for calling attention to other
human catastrophes? The African slave trade had in its turn served Jews as a means of making sense of catastrophic oppression, for apprehending the disorienting cruelty of the world. It was reflexive for Anne Frank to draw upon Europe's
dark chapter in Africa in order to come to terms with her own terrifying present: "Every night people are being picked
up without warning and that is awful particularly for old and sick people, they treat them just like slaves in the olden
days. The poor old people are taken outside at night and then they have to walk ... in a whole procession with children
and everything ... they are sent to Ferdinand Bolstraat and from there back again and that's how they plague these poor
people. Also they throw water over them if they scream..." Beyond the evocation of comprehensible and distant past
horrors lay only fragments of other incomprehensible and distant present horrors: "If it is as bad as this in Holland
whatever will it be like in the distant and barbarous regions they are sent to? We assume most of them are murdered.
The English radio speaks of their being gassed* perhaps the quickest way to die."
Frank's successive entries should serve as a caution to scholars. In comparing historical catastrophes there is a temptation to argue as though one could arrive at a hierarchy of suffering or cruelty or radical evil such that only one such process reaches the apogee of uniqueness. Systems of human action are like Tolstoy's happy and unhappy marriages, all
alike in some ways, each different in its own.

